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Pure QED processes are theoretically exactly computable.

However precise measurements and theoretical expectations of QED y structure

functions within a given experimental acceptance are not so trivial.Yet such a study

is quite interesting. It supplies on the one hand a good QED test and, on the other

hand, a good exercise for testing the procedure used for the determination of the

hadronic y structure functions.

Let us note that, EXPERIMENTALLY, we never measure structure functions but

only their contribution in some acceptance. Let us also note that measurements at

1% level imply statistical and systematical errors of the order of, or smaller than,

l%.This is obviously not within easy reach. But, actually, looking for some

theoretical deviation or unexpected effects, it is often more efficient to select and

analyse only a few well defined events.

I Main features

The classical way to measure the QED y structure functions is to look at the

deep inelastic ey -» ç,Z+Z~ process trough an ee —> (e) &Z+Z~ single tagged

experiment. The target is the quasi-real y corresponding to the unseen scattered

electron, and the probe is the y* corresponding to the electron observed at small

angle. Then in the yy* frame, one has

'i-cos f + e ̂  cos
dî2 d£2 df2 dQ

where tp is the azimutal angle between the lcploiis and the scattered election, and e

the polarisation of the virtual photon.



Up to now, all published results^1) were obtained by averaging on azimutal
angles in the Laboratory. Assuming that this corresponds to integrating over <p*

dop dOL
there remain only 2 terms » + e ï ; using the classical invariant scaling

dQ dQ

parameter y = 1 - E'/E cos2 B/2, where E is the beam energy, E1 and 6 the energy

and the scattering angle of the tagged electron, all in the the lab. frame, one gets :

( i y ) + x y

da Qr da da

so that, since y experimentally remains small with respect to 1, one practically only

measures F2.

Actually it was shown^ that, all 4 terms, or at least 3 of then, can be

determined by looking at the azimutal correlations within some experimental limits.

An other way to study the QED J structure function in more detail has been

recently proposed(3) using azimutal correlations in Y*Y* —» %+Z~ through double

tag measurement of, ee —» eeH+£~. Both "scattered electrons" are detected at small

angle, both "produced leptons" at large angle.

The cross section contains 20 helicity terms (Z, Mxx1 M ^ . ) . Assuming q2/W2 « 1

for both photons (i.e. for double tag at small angles), one can neglect 15

longitudinal terms (i.e. terms with at least one zero helicity subscript). There only

remain 5 transverse terms which respectively depend on the azimutal angles (p and

(p' between either scattered electron and one of the produced leptons through the

factor 1, cos 2cp, cos 2(p', cos 2((p+tp'), cos 2 (<p-(p')-

In the following, I shall only give the main features of those studies,

describing first the general way and later the main difficulties and limitations mainly

due to the event selection (and remaining background) and the dynamical and

kinematical effects of the "f virtuality. I shall not discuss radiative corrections.



II SINGLE TAG MEASUREMENT

a) General procedure

Let us consider the single-tagged experiment ee-> (e) e £+£~ corresponding to

the following graph, where k2 is very close to zero and 3 small :

Fig. 1 Feynman diagram for ee—> ec£ + £~ involving 2 photon exchange

We define :
s 2 ==(p_i+p_2)2 ; W2 = (k+q)2 ; Ic = Zp1 q = ( £ 2 - p J

and the classical Bjorken invariant parameters :
qk . (P2-P2)2 Q2

y = --— and x = - ——--— - ——y P2k 2k

wherefrom one derives the relations :
Q2 = xy zs and W2 = ( l-x)y zs

so that :

and y - J L Q U JU

Then one writes tlie ee—» ee-6+-C~ cross section as follows

JIiSL

dZ* dy dQ2

win.: (/.) = -" ( - e n - s - - - n r ( z )
Kz \ 4mj /



where: f (X)= 1 - X + X2H

Using as parameters x and W2 rather than x, and Q2, one gets

J 0 c c - > ceJ?J? 0.4Io S

dW2 dx d£2 327t4 I 4m2 /.. .

with : I (w2,x,e,(p) = Ii +e I2 - V2e(e+ 1) I3cos 9 + e I4 cos 2<p

where setting W.nn = X MwC1^1VX.

I1 (w2 ,x ,e) = i++.++ (w2,x,e) +i++,_ _ (w2,x,e)

I3 (w2 ,x,e)=Vi [i++1+o (w2,x,e) -1 + + , 0 _ (w2,x,e)]
,x,e) = -2i++f+_(w2 ,x ,e)

S ^ l A

Assuming (for simplicity) W » 2m^ and u s cosB definetely smaller than one, one

gets :
11 = 8 (4na)2 . (1 - 2x +2x2) J-

1 - u 2

12 = 32 (4 j i a f .xU-x)

13 = 16(4jca)2 Vx(l-x). ( l -
Vl-u2

I4 = 16(4jia)2.x(l-x)

Let us note that, within our assumptions, the helicity terms scale, i.e. become

indépendant of W.
Now changing the parameters from (x, W2) to (x, Q2) one has :



dQ2 Q4

d ^f(z) f (y) l (Q 2 ,xu( P )

Using the classical Structure Function FT and FL so that

and defining :

one gets :

du

with :

du

du

du

du

du

du

b) Difficulties and Limitations

First of all, let us note that, as far as the unobserved electron and the

corresponding quasi-real y are concerned, 0 C - 0 is better defined than the

measured 0 of the observed particles, but a somewhat large amount of events has

k2âiri (even k2>m )e u.

i) Dynamical effects

For real yy->-C+^-one has

- _ a.2

4m2

W2

1 + 2-
- P2cos 29

with P=V 1-



The denominator (1-p2 cos2 ) originates from the propagator of the exchanged

lepton. When integrating over the full phase space of the lepton produced, it leads

to
2 L n ^ - - i2 [ m2,

For yy* -> 2 2 , the quasi pole of the propagator at cosO =1 is modified,

surprisingly, by the virtuality of the quasi-real y (and not of the more virtual one).

Setting X2 = Q2AV2 and X1 = k2/W2, the expression of the Propagator is given by

l-p\y p cos 0

--A/ !--
(1+X1+X2)2

which for X2»Xj becomes

ft ~A / i _ ^L w i t h y} = x (1-x) k2.
V W2

When integrating over tlie full phase space one gets :

L[ 2
a

W2 \ n

where H2 is not necessary negligible with respect to m^ .

However, as long as W>nij> and cos0<u o <l , our above-derived

expressions remain unchanged.

ii) Kiiieinatical effects

;: has been derived in the C-of-M frame, whereas the angular
dWz dx dil

acceptance is defined in the Lab with respect to the beam direction. For single-tag

experiment, where the virtual y* corresponds to an electron scattered at small but

finite angle, the velocity of the C-of-M do :s not remain parallel to the beam

direction, so that the approximation 0 = f(w2, z, 0) and (J) = (p which is good for

quasi real yy collisions, is no longer valid.

Here, the Lorentz transformation implies that both (p and 0 depend on

W2,x,z,0,<{). It results that the integration over Q1 _AI) cannot be obtained from

indépendant integrations over (p and 0 and the acceptance in the C-of-M, H*, is a

quite complicated function of QLAI), W2 , x and z. Therefore, averaging over



<j> = 2K, in the Laboratory, does not necessary mean integrating over (p = 2K in

the C-of-M frame.

Actually one can select events such that A<|) = 2K implies A(p = IK. This can

be done by imposing certain limits on W2, x and 0 . Nevertheless, even in this

case, since 9 is a function of w2, x, z, 0 and (j), we are not allowed to average over

<(> and afterwords integrate over 9. Moreover, because of the z dépendance of 0 and

(p, we are not allowed to integrate independenty over fi^u and z as we did before.

There is no real problem when using Monte Carlo generation, provided that
we don't neglect, a priori, the contributions of I ;

I T and FTL.

When using analytical calculations, it can be shown that one can avoid the

difficulties just mentioned by neglecting the transverse component of the velocity of

the YY system in the Lab. Frame. This can be done by requiring a more stringent
W

constraint on W2, 0 and Q2 namely : Q < ~ sin©.

Event selection and "background" corrections

Actually we have assumed that, looking at single tag ee-»(e) c£+£~ events,

(1) one selects the multiperiphical graph involving "y*y collisions

(2) one determines Q2 from the electron observed at small angle and Wn

from the lepton pair observed at large angle.

Those assumptions are not well justified by just requiring one electron at

small angle and a lepton pair at large ones. There still remains a somewhat large

contamination mainly due to the dynamical ranges where the assumption (2) is not

satisfied, to the contributions of other graphs (conversion, exchange,

annihilation ...) and to experimental bias from other processes (as ee-*yy-6i! for

example) or randoom events (cosmics, converted y...).

Let us note that we only observe 3 of the 4 particles, and generally don't identify

the charge of the particle observed at small angle. Moreover it is obvious that the

contamination is more important for ee production than for \i\i production, since

talking about "scattered" and "produced" electrons might be meaningless and there

are additional exchange graphs and interferences.



Therefore, we obviously need to apply a lot of various additional cuts and/or

constraints which reflects on the acceptance and counting rates of the selected

events : the more drastic are the cuts, the cleaner are the events but, the lower is the

counting rate. On the other hand, precise measurements need high statistics. One is

thus led to compromise, applying less severe cuts and more corrections.

Let me just give two examples, of dangerous configurations.

We want to select the folowing diagram and corresponding kinematic

configuration, for k2 almost zero and q2 small :

small amjle

q

k

0

i
unseen

As far as multiperipherical graphs are concerned, there is another quite large

contribution to a similar topology of events due to the folowing diagram and

kinematic configuration where again k2 is almost zero but q2 (instead of q2) is

small.

e' e1

small angle

unseen

e"

- This "Cabbibo Parisi" configuration is quite dangerous for e+e~

production. Actually this contamination can be avoided to a large extent by means

of cuts on the observed charge, tagged energy, acolineraly angles ...



As far as Conversion graphs are concerned, there is also other quite large

contribution leading to a similar topology of events due to the folowing diagram

and kinematic configuration.

small angle
e'

(IMSUUIl

This process is quite similar to the previous one. It just involves an

annihilation instead of a Moller diffusion. It leads to a contamination as well for \i[i

as for ee production. Actually it involves "back scattering" at small angle but since

the charge is not generally observed it may also become dangerous. However such

contamination can be again avoided to a large extent by various cuts.

Nevertheless as long as we want enough statistics within the cuts, there

remain contaminations. Such contaminations were computed by F. Le Diberder W.

The results can be sumarized as follows.
Conversion diagrams involve for ZZ = (.1(J., a correction factor I 1 + A I 2

(1—x)(1—y)

at y ~ .2 and x~ .5, it leads to a correction of the order of 10%. This value of A

decreases with x, but needs very stringent cuts on x or/and y to be negligible.

Exchange diagrams (only involved in ZZ = ec) also involve a contamination

which can be also expressed by a (1+5) correction factor but the complete

expression of ô is somewhat complicated. Actually the correction can be important.

It depends not only on (p but also on 0 and is responsable for some charge

assymetry.
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As an example, within a realistic experimental situation for single tag

measurement (CELLO) F. Le Diberder has shown that one gets the following

contributions :

ee -> (e)e \i+\x~

ee —» (e)e e+e~

Mult. (y*Y)

89%

82%

Conv.

11%

33%

Interference

~0

-15%

III AZIMUTAL CORRELATION IN DOUBLE TAG

MEASUREMENTS

Let us consider the double tag experiment ee —> ee£+£~ where both

scattered electrons are detected at small angle and the produced leptons at large

ones. Here both q2 and k.2 (fig. 1) are small but finite.

The helicity structure of the completely differential cross-section can be written as :

.+i++ + I+ + i . . - 2e I+ . . . . cos 2cp - 2e I++,+. cos 2(p"

+ ee' I+ _,+. cos 2(cp + cp) +ee' cos 2(<p - <p)
+ 15 Longitudinal terms

where

C

is the Lorentz invariant phase space factor, and

K = (cosh2 a + l) (cosh2 a + l)

with

, 2 S Z - Z , . 2 S y - Z
cosh a = — ; cosh a = - y—=
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defining :

PoPo PoPo

and where :
- 1 - y •_ 1 -z
~ 1 _ y + y2/2 " 1 _ Z + Z2/2

are the polarization parameters of the photons.

In principle, it should be possible to extract all helicity terms from a double tag

measuiement using the 20 terms formula. In practice, this will be difficult as regards to

the longitudinal terms, since they generally give only small contributions to the already

small counting rate. Therefore it seems preferable to eliminate them by imposing Q

and Q' to be very small with respect to W (Q, Q1 « W/2).

Thus integrating the above 5 terms formula over all variables other than (p and <p\ one

gets :
d° , = oo + Oi cos29 + 02 cos2(p' + 03 cos2(ip+<p') + 04 cos2((p+(p)

with :

O0= \ dx K (I+ + i + + + l++>..) . O j= (- 2e) I dx K (I+ . -++]

O2 = (- 2e)I dxK(I++,+.) . a3 = (ee') I dxK(I+ _,+.)

= (ee') I dzK(I + . , . +04 = (ee') I dx K (I+... +) where

Those redefined terms can be, in principle, directely determined from a measurement,

usine the formulas :

" S - d(|id(|>
4 J I 2 J
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d<t>cl<»
, cos2(p d({)d(J)

= - L - I - ^ 2 T cos2q>' d(|)d(p
d<t>d(p

—dS_ cos(<p+9 )d(t>d(p'
d(pd(p

-ds_cos(9 - <p)d(pd(p'
d(pdcp

Actually, this is again not experimentally practicable so that it will be more convenient

to determine the ratios looking at azimuthal correlations after integration over one

angle. Setting <j> = <p + <p' and cp= <p - <p\ one has :

Fr*) = ^ — d a = i + 0J. cos2(p
w 2KOO dq> ao

, 1 + — cos2(p
2noo d^ ao

R?) = — L - d a = i + 2 i c o s 2 m
wi 27ta0 ^ O0

We notice that (in the C.of M frame) (p is the azimutal angle between the 2 scattered

electrons and, q> is twice the angle between the bisectrix of the transverse momenta of

both scattered electron and the transverse momentum of one produced lepton. Then the

four above expressions respectively correspond to four different experimental angular

distribution of the events.

I don't discuss, here again, the kinematic problems due to the Lorentz

transformation. I just want to notice that analytic computation requires very strong

constraints leading to very low counting rates. Anyway double tag events, as

compared to single tag ones, have much lower counting rates. However they give a
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much higher analysing power, since all kinematic parameters are measured, which

allows one, in principle, to check all constraints imposed by various dynamic models

which could be very different. As an example, looking at pion pair production instead

of lepton pair production, the "Born-term model" and the "Brodsky-Lepage's model"

predict totally different azimutal correlations so that a few events could be enough to

perform a significant test (3).
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